TO: PAST UDUS STUDENTS WITH OUTSTANDING COURSES

REF: UDUS/R/ACA/025/II

DATE: 28th January, 2015

RE: CONCESSION TO STUDENTS WITH OUTSTANDING COURSES

You may wish to recall an earlier notice given on the above subject conveying decision of Senate to grant concession to the past students of the University with outstanding courses. At the 288th meeting of Senate held on Wednesday 28th January, 2015, the concession matter was once again tabled before Senate for reconsideration and possible expansion.

This is to inform that after diligent appraisal, Senate has approved the expansion of the concession with the following attendant conditions:

1. That the beneficiary session/students is/are hereby expanded to accommodate students whose session of graduation would have ordinarily been 1999/2000 session up to those whose final second spill over session would have been 2012/2013 session provided that the affected students within the stated range were never expelled from the University;

2. That all students within the above range with outstanding courses after their first and/or second spill over session(s) are eligible for the concession provided the total number of units of the outstanding courses does not exceed forty eight (48); and

3. That affected students are to contact their respective Faculties/College for guidance.

For the avoidance of doubt, the concession is for only one academic session (i.e. 2014/2015) and does not therefore go beyond that session and is for only undergraduate students (both regular and part time exclusive of students from affiliate institutions).

Thank you.

U. F. ABUBAKAR
Academic Secretary
For: Registrar